
RETHINKING HOW THE MINNESOTA CHAPTER TRACKS MEMBERSHIP AND FACILITATES RENEWALS 

In the summer of 2019, the Minnesota Chapter of NIGP (Chapter) experienced something most chapters 

have likely experienced at some point, a board member resigning unexpectedly.  In this instance, it was 

the Chapter’s membership chair (Chair), seven months into a two year term.  After the Board appointed 

a successor, the Chair quickly discovered that her predecessor had nothing to pass on in regard to the 

state of 2019 membership, nor were any previous membership chairs available to discuss how they 

tracked membership during their terms.  A decision was quickly made by the Board and Chair to use 

2020 to brainstorm and develop from scratch a new process for tracking membership and facilitating the 

annual renewals, with the objective to implement the new process in 2021.   

The ultimate goal of the new process was to develop a membership tracking and renewal process which 

was maintained in a place any member of the Board could access the information and designed so any 

future membership chairs could step in and understand exactly the status of current membership and 

how to facilitate the next renewal, even if their predecessor wasn’t available to transition them into the 

new roll.  Spoiler alert: The new process was implemented in 2021 and the ultimate goal was 

successfully met. 

WHAT IS THE NEW MEMBERSHIP TRACKING AND RENEWAL PROCESS 

The membership overhaul consisted of three primary components: 

 Revising the membership application form

 Developing a new spreadsheet to track member information accessible to all members of the

board at any time.

 Creating a new process for to ensure timely communication between the Treasurer and Chair is

made to confirm memberships payments are received and recorded.

 Developing a membership report template to ensure consistent reporting of membership

information at each board and chapter meeting.

New Membership Application Form 

Observations made over 2020 included that the average agency wants a pre-filled application form 

which allows the agency to update as needed vs. complete from scratch. Trying to incorporate data 

collection in accordance with Chapter Seal goals, as well as provide members with a robust membership 

directory it became clear that use of Excel would be the most effective and efficient method. 

The form was formatted on one tab to collect all membership data based on fields needed for our 

webhosted site, StarChapter. On another tab, formulas were created to estimate membership fees 

based on the provided member data. This process change allowed our chapter to present a fee schedule 

at the time of renewal and eliminate fee schedule questions prior to membership processing. 

New Spreadsheet 

The new spreadsheet was the core component of the process overhaul.  The spreadsheet was created 

within Google Sheets so it could be viewed at any time by members of the board and facilitate an easy 

transition to new membership chairs as access to the document can easily be controlled and changed.  

The spreadsheet tracks many pieces of valuable information that previously weren’t consolidated in one 

document.  This includes, but is not limited to: 



 New memberships and renewals. 

o This includes a tab to track key contacts at member agencies that aren’t eligible to be 

chapter members, but are in charge of enrolling and renewing chapter memberships 

from their agency.   

 Tracking member certifications like CPPB, CPPO, and the new NIGP Pathways Certificates. 

 Tracking information requested by the NIGP annual Performance Standards Seal application, like 

which members are also national NIGP members. 

 Easily track open membership positions paid for by an agency when a current member leaves 

their employment. 

 Ability to download sheets data into .CSV format to import membership changes into our 

website hosted by StarChapter resulting in immediate membership directory updates.  

 Organized in a manner that reflects how payments for each individual member will most likely 

be received each year, by the agency or paid by the individual. 

MINNESOTA CHAPTER OF NIGP MEMBERSHIP TRACKING SPREADSHEET 

Payment Communication 

It was known that communication between the treasurer, and the membership chair was critical; 

however, it wasn’t clear as to which board member was responsible for which step associated with 

annual renewals/membership drive. The creation of the new membership tracking system resulted in a 

process change as outlined here: 

 Notice of renewal sent to each agency/individual member by email with the incumbent 

treasurer cc’d 

 As membership forms are returned, membership copy/pastes data received from the 

membership form into the Google sheet. This form is also saved by the Membership chair; we 

are still looking for a method to save forms in a accessible format to all board members 

 After application processing, and email is sent to the membership point of contact as well as the 

treasurer outlining confirmation of receipt and reminding them that payment is due. This also 

serves as notice to the treasurer that payment is outstanding. 

 To ensure that payments are properly tracked for proper membership status reporting, the 

treasurer now emails the membership chair upon receipt check payments; both the 

membership chair and the treasure can verify credit card payments as they are reported by 

members.  

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JreN7psZiHGGAG7ugQrbLpWsYbBFRAulL1vz1WgM1hA/edit#gid=273078157


Membership Report Template 

To ensure that membership data remained accurate and up to date, a Membership Update template 

was developed. This template includes current membership count, members with outstanding 

payments, honorary memberships, percentage of renewed members vs new members, percentage of 

members with certifications, percentage of membership that hold dual membership (chapter as well as 

national) along with membership associated reminders. This has ensured monthly reporting at bi-month 

board meetings and bi-monthly chapter meetings with consistent data presented. 

  



2021 Implementation Outcomes  

- We started with a lost member tracking system that resulted in incorrect/outdated data and ended up 

with a revised simplified method to updating membership data with use of member provided data 

- Quick method to update our online membership directory  

- Consistent member report and payment tracking processes that were previously lost due to a lack of 

membership training as well as transitioning from the previously resigned chair and the appointed chair. 

- Means and methods that can easily be passed on to successors of this role and/or other board 

members 

Why Unique or innovative 

-Never had a process that could maintain a standard across each new membership chairs term in office. 

Lessons learned – what worked, what didn’t –  

Creation of the now implemented forms weren’t “a piece of cake” as several hours of trial and error 

were volunteered to develop the spreadsheets. There was lots of trial and error, coupled with self-

taught formula development to quickly calculate membership data and ensuring that member couldn’t 

manipulate count formulas, but still freely enter import data needed for reports.  

Members assisted us with pointing out pain points in the new process, and we accommodated those 

pain pains with revisions “on the fly” and talking through what they felt was problematic and 

incorporating their ideas to develop forms that worked not only for them, but the chapter. 

With everything new, there’s always room to improve and that’s why on our templated membership 

report we always remind the membership their membership has value, and the best way to get their 

best value is to share their thoughts and ideas. This has led to a slight increase in membership 

participation, and additional use of our discussion forum made available to paid members logged into 

our website.  
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